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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0319172A2] An optical position sensor comprising: light emitting means for emitting a light; first guiding means connected at its one end
to said light emitting means and adapted for guiding said light emitted from said light emitting means; polarizing means (96) connected at its one
end to the other end of said first guiding means and adapted to convert said light into a light having a unitary plane of polarization; a Faraday effect
element (97) connected at its one end to said polarizing means and having reflecting means (98) at its other end; a movable magnetic scale (83)
disposed in opposed relationship to said reflecting means and having a plurality of magnetized segments (99a to 99g) mounted thereon, the unitary
plane of polarization being optically rotated in accordance with the arrangement of said magnetized segments; polarization detecting means (100)
connected at its one end to said Faraday effect element in parallel relationship to said polarizing means and adapted to pass therethrough a light
wherein the plane of polarization thereof is not optically rotated; second guiding means connected at its one end to the other end of said polarization
detecting means and adapted for guiding the light from said polarization detecting means; and opto-electric converting means connected to the other
end of said second guiding means and adapted for converting the light guided by said second guiding means into an electric signal.
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